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Abstract

As a parallel programming framework, MapReduce can process scalable and
parallel applications with large scale datasets. The executions of Mappers and
Reducers are independent of each other. There is no communication among Map-
pers, neither among Reducers. When the amount of final results are much smaller
than the original data, it is a waste of time processing the unpromising interme-
diate data. We observe that this waste can be significantly reduced by simple
communication mechanisms to enhance the performance of MapReduce. In this
paper, we propose ComMapReduce, an efficient framework that extends and im-
proves MapReduce for big data applications in the cloud. ComMapReduce can
effectively obtain certainshared informationwith efficient lightweight commu-
nication mechanisms. Three basic communication strategies, Lazy, Eager and
Hybrid, and two optimization communication strategies, Prepositive and Postpos-
itive, are proposed to obtain theshared informationand effectively process big
data applications. We also illustrate the implementations of three typical appli-
cations with large scale datasets on ComMapReduce. Our extensive experiments
demonstrate that ComMapReduce outperforms MapReduce in all metrics without
affecting the existing characteristics of MapReduce.
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1. Introduction

The volume of data and information is growing at a remarkable speed in recent
years. For example, Yahoo! [1] and Facebook [2] process over 120 terabytes and
80 terabytes of data everyday, respectively. Because of the rapid increase of large
scale data, it is difficult for centralized algorithms to do analysis and computations
on such large scale datasets. Therefore, there is an urgent need for distributed al-
gorithms for data storage and processing. MapReduce [3] and its public available
implementation, Hadoop1, have emerged as the de facto standard programming
framework for performing large scalable and parallel tasks on large scale datasets.
This programming framework is scalable, fault tolerant, cost effective and easy
to use. Non-experts can deploy their applications simply by implementing a Map
function and a Reduce function, whereas the data management, task management,
fault tolerance and recovery are provided transparently. The success of MapRe-
duce and Hadoop has resulted in their deployment in many companies [4, 5, 6, 7]
and research communities [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

In MapReduce framework, after the Map tasks complete, there are usually
large amount of intermediate data to be transferred from all Map nodes to all
Reduce nodes in the shuffle phase. The shuffle phase needs to transfer the data
from the local Map nodes to Reduce nodes through the network. Large amount
of data to be transferred in the shuffle phase causes considerable overhead in the
MapReduce process. Reducing the amount of intermediate data of Map tasks can
lead to significant improvement in the efficiency of MapReduce.

In addition, in actual big data applications, the users are usually interested in
obtaining a relatively small subset from the large scale dataset. That is to say, the
amount of final results are much smaller than the original data. For example, a
top-k query is naively processed by enumerating all the data records and choosing
the bestk. Whenk is much smaller than the original dataset, there will be some
time waste in processing the unpromising data. In MapReduce framework, the
implementations of Mappers and Reducers are completely independent of each
other without communication among Mappers or Reducers. When processing
this type of applications on MapReduce, there are large amount of unpromising
intermediate data to be transferred in the shuffle phase. These unpromising in-
termediate data will be finally abandoned anyhow, leading to the waste of disk
access, network bandwidth and CPU resources. If this type of applications can
obtain certainshared informationto filter and reduce the amount of intermediate

1http://hadoop.apache.org/
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data, the amount of data transferred in the shuffle phase can be decreased and the
waste of time processing the unpromising data can be mitigated. Therefore, with-
out affecting the existing characteristics of MapReduce, if theshared information
can be obtained by simple and efficient lightweight communication mechanisms,
the performance of MapReduce can be improved.

In this paper, we propose a new framework named ComMapReduce to im-
prove the MapReduce framework. ComMapRedcue introduces simple lightweight
communication mechanisms to generate theshared informationand deal with
large scale datasets in the cloud. ComMapReduce adds a lightweight commu-
nication function to effectively filter the unpromising intermediate data of Map
phase and the input of Reduce phase. ComMapReduce further extends MapRe-
duce to enhance the efficiency of big data applications without scarifying the ex-
isting characteristics of MapReduce. In summary, the contributions of this paper
are as follows:

• A framework with simple lightweight communication mechanisms, named
ComMapReduce, is proposed. The Mappers and Reducers of ComMapRe-
duce use theshared informationto improve the framework performance
without sacrificing the advantages of the original MapReduce framework.

• Three basic communication strategies, Lazy, Eager, Hybrid, and two opti-
mization communication strategies, Prepositive, Postpositive, are proposed
to obtain theshared informationand effectively process big data applica-
tions.

• The implementations of three applications on ComMapReduce,kNN, sky-
line and join, are given to demonstrate the wide applicability of the ComMapRe-
duce framework.

• Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate our ComMapReduce frame-
work using many synthetic datasets. The experimental results demonstrate
that ComMapReduce outperforms the original MapReduce in all metrics.

This paper extends an earlier published conference paper [15] in several sub-
stantial aspects. First, we add more details about the background, motivation and
the related work. Second, based on the proposed framework, we provide a uni-
versal programming interface of our ComMapReduce framework, which makes
programming on our framework easier. Third, in Hybrid Communication Strat-
egy, we propose an optimization criterion to identify the most suitable preassigned
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period of time that enhances the performance of this communication strategy.
Fourth, we present three typical applications of ComMapReduce,kNN, skyline
and join, to demonstrate the wide applicability of our framework. Finally, we
added more experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed framework.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: After analyzing the execution of
a simple top-k query on MapReduce framework, we propose our ComMapReduce
framework in Section 2. Three basic communication strategies and two optimiza-
tion communication strategies are investigated in Section 3. Section 4 presents
three applications of ComMapReduce,kNN, skyline and join queries. Section
5 reports the experimental results. Section 6 reviews the related work and the
conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. ComMapReduce Framework

In this section, after analyzing MapReduce framework in depth in Section 2.1,
we propose our ComMapReduce framework in Section 2.2. The availability and
scalability of ComMapReduce are analyzed in Section 2.3.

2.1. MapReduce Analysis In-depth

MapReduce is a parallel programming framework processing the large scale
datasets on clusters with numerous commodity machines. By automatically hid-
ing the distributed low level techniques, such as automatic data management,
transparent fault tolerance and recovery mechanisms, MapReduce provides a sim-
ple and efficient programming interface. An overview of the execution course of
a MapReduce application is shown in Figure 1. When a MapReduce job is pro-
cessed in the cluster, as the brain of the whole framework, the Master node sched-
ules a number of parallel tasks to run on the Slave nodes. First, in Map phase,
each Map task independently operates a non-overlapping split of the input file and
calls the user-defined Map function to emit its intermediate<key,value> tuples
in parallel. Second, once a Map task completes, each Reduce task fetches all the
particular intermediate data remotely. This course is called the shuffle phase in
MapReduce. The shuffle phase incurs considerable performance overhead due to
the transferring of large volumes of data occupying most disk access and network
bandwidths of the cluster. Finally, the Reduce tasks process all the tuples with the
samekeyand invoke the user-defined Reduce function to produce the final outputs
written into the Distributed File System.
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Figure 1: MapReduce Overview
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Figure 2: Top-k Query on MapReduce (k=2)

EXAMPLE 1. (Simple Top-k Query) The initial input dataset has 15 data
from ‘1’ to ‘15’. The top-2 query searches the two biggest data from ‘1’ to ‘15’.
Obviously, ‘14’ and ‘15’ are the final results.

Figure 2 briefly describes the top-k query of EXAMPLE 1 processing on
MapReduce framework. There are three Mappers and one Reducer on the plat-
form. In Map phase, the original fifteen data are partitioned into three splits as the
input of three Mappers and then processed by the Mappers. Each Mapper reads
the partition of its split and computes its local top-k query results by calling a user-
defined Map function in parallel. For example, the first Mapper reads data ‘1’, ‘2’,
‘3’, ‘7’, ‘12’ and generates ‘7’ and ‘12’ as its intermediate data. The intermediate
data are held in the local disk. In the shuffle phase, the Reducer pulls all the in-
termediate data from each Map task, including disk reading at Map tasks nodes,
the network traversal and disk writing at the Reduce task node. In Reduce phase,
the Reducer gets the intermediate data of the three Mappers and then invokes a
user-defined Reduce function to emit the final results of this top-2 query.

To decrease the data volume transferred in the shuffle phase, MapReduce uses
an optimization, named Combiner, to perform a reduce operation of a Map task’s
intermediate data. While Combiner is a local data compression, it has no process-
ing information of the other Mappers. It cannot obtain a globalshared information
to process unpromising data compression for further filtering in the shuffle phase.
Therefore, Combiner cannot play an efficient role in the global data compression.

If we can use simple lightweight communication mechanisms to obtain certain
shared informationfor pruning the superfluous data, the stress of network and
disks can be released. Just as this simple example, before the intermediate data of
three Mappers are written into their disks, if the Mappers can first receive data ‘13’
as ashared informationto prune their unpromising intermediate data with simple
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Figure 3: ComMapReduce Overview

public interface COORDINATOR<InfoType>

 {
        InfoType sharedinformation;
        setup ();
        send ();
        receive ();
        find ();
  }

Figure 4: Interface of ComMapReduce

communication mechanisms, the output of Mappers can be decreased drastically.
The input of Reducer can be decreased from data ‘15’, ‘14’, ‘13’, ‘12’, ‘8’, ‘7’ to
data ‘15’, ‘14’, ‘13’. Based on this idea, our ComMapReduce is proposed.

2.2. ComMapReduce Overview

For optimizing MapReduce framework, we propose ComMapReduce, an effi-
cient lightweight communication framework extending MapReduce by generating
theshared informationto prune more unpromising data for big data applications.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of ComMapReduce framework. Our ComMap
Reduce framework inherits the basic MapReduce framework and takes Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS)2, the open source implementation of MapRe-
duce’s GFS [16], to store the original input data and the final results of each appli-
cation. In ComMapReduce framework, the Master node and the Slave nodes play
the same roles as the original MapReduce, so the Master node is not shown in Fig-
ure 3 and the following figures for convenience. As discussed above, ComMapRe-
duce can obtain theshared informationto shorten the time latency of big data ap-
plications with simple lightweight communication mechanisms. In this paper, to
avoid putting extra pressure on the Master node, a new node, named Coordinator
node, is deployed on ComMapReduce to store and generate theshared informa-
tion. The Coordinator node can communicate with the Mappers and Reducers
with simple lightweight communication mechanisms. The Coordinator node can
also receive and store some temporary variables, and then generates a message

2http://hadoop.apache.org/common/hdfs/
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package with theshared informationof applications. The message package with
theshared informationcan be any format according to different applications, such
as a data value, a array, a table and so on. Each Mapper obtains theshared infor-
mation from the Coordinator node to prune its data inferior to the others. After
filtering, the output of Mappers and the input of Reducers both decrease signifi-
cantly. In summery, ComMapReduce is an efficient parallel programming frame-
work with globalshared informationto filter the unpromising data. It cannot only
process the one pass big data applications, but also the iterative big data analysis
applications. Therefore, our ComMapReduce framework can be used in a wide
application areas.

In Figure 3, when a client submits an application to the Master node, the Mas-
ter node schedules several parallel tasks to process this application. In Map phase,
the original inputs of the client are divided into several splits. The Mappers on
clusters process the splits in parallel and generate their intermediate data. Then,
each Mapper computes its localshared informationaccording to the application
and sends it to the Coordinator node. After that, the Coordinator node gains the
most optimal one as the globalshared informationfrom the localshared infor-
mation it receives according to the features of the application. Simultaneously,
the Mappers receive the globalshared informationfrom the Coordinator node to
filter their unpromising intermediate data to be transferred in the shuffle phase.
Therefore, the amounts of the intermediate data can be cut down, so as to improve
the utility of bandwidth and CPU resources, and then decrease the latency time.
Finally, in Reduce phase, the final results of this application are generated.

In MapReduce, the users need to implement Map interface and Reduce inter-
face to implement a MapReduce application. ComMapReduce is easy to use only
by adding a programming interface to make sure how to generate theshared infor-
mation. The interface is shown in Figure 4. The users can extend this interface to
implement the basic algorithms. In this interface,shared informationcan be any
type described byInfoType. Functionsendis used to sendshared information,
while thereceivefunction is used to receive theshared information. Functionfind
is used to identify theshared informationwith our communication strategies.

2.3. ComMapReduce Analysis

2.3.1. ComMapReduce Availability
The availability of ComMapReduce is dependent on MapReduce. The recov-

ery strategies of the Master node and the Slave nodes are the same as MapReduce.
The fault tolerance of the input and output of ComMapReduce is reached by repli-
cation in the underlying HDFS. When a Map task fails to generate the intermedi-
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ate data, the Map task re-executes on another node. The intermediate data become
unavailable of the failed Map task, but it does not affect the Map task generating
its localshared information, because theshared informationis obtained after the
Map task completes. For the recovery of the Coordinator node, easy method of
periodic checkpoints can be used to check it whether fails or not. If the Coor-
dinator node fails, a new copy can be deployed from the last checkpoint state to
implement the unprocessed Mappers. However, there is only a single Coordinator
node of ComMapReduce framework, so its failure is unlikely. Our current imple-
mentation stops the ComMapReduce computation if the Coordinator node fails.
The clients can check and restart the ComMapReduce operation according to their
desire. Therefore, ComMapReduce has its availability the same as MapReduce.

2.3.2. ComMapReduce Scalability
The scalability of ComMapReduce inherits the scalability of MapReduce. The

Master node and the Slave nodes retain the same functions of MapReduce, so
they own the same scalability as MapReduce. To illustrate the scalability of
ComMapReduce, we only need to illustrate that the scalability of ComMapRe-
duce is not affected by the Coordinator node. In the following, we analyze the
scalability of the Coordinator node from two aspects: time complexity and mem-
ory usage.

Time Complexity: Suppose that the number of system setting Map tasks is
M indicating that the number of Map tasks implementing at the same time is no
more thanM. Each Map task sends itsshared informationto the Coordinator node.
That is to say, the maximum number of message packages sent to the Coordinator
node at the same time isM. However, the probability of all Mappers completing
at the same time is so low that this situation scarcely happens. As a result, if
we can illustrate the scalability of ComMapReduce is not affected in this extreme
case, the scalability is not affected certainly in the other cases. Further, if we can
illustrate the time complexity of the Coordinator node is the same as the Master
node, the scalability of ComMapReduce is not affected by the Coordinator node.

• First, the time complexity of the Coordinator node receiving theshared in-
formationof Map tasks is the same as the time complexity of the Master
node receiving Map tasks requirements of locating data chunks.

• Second, the time complexity of the Coordinator node identifying the global
shared informationis the same as the time complexity of the Master node
identifying the data chunks locations to Map tasks.
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• Third, the time complexity of the Coordinator node sending a globalshared
informationto Map tasks is equal to the time complexity of the Master node
sending the locations of data chunks to Map tasks.

Therefore, the scalability of ComMapReduce is not affected by the Coordina-
tor node from the aspect of time complexity.

Memory Usage: The memory usage of the Coordinator node is much lower
than the Master node for only storing theshared informationand other variables
of communication strategies. Therefore, the scalability of ComMapReduce is not
affected by the Coordinator node from the aspect of memory usage.

From the above analysis, we draw a conclusion that ComMapReduce has the
same availability and scalability as the original MapReduce.

3. ComMapReduce Communication Strategies

In order to effectively prune the unpromising data to be transferred in the shuf-
fle phase, we propose some communication strategies to communicate with the
Coordinator node. Without influencing the results correctness of applications,
these strategies can identify the globalshared informationstored in a message
package. ComMapReduce does not change the functions of the Master node in
MapReduce, so we only present the communication strategies of the Coordina-
tor node. We design three basic communication strategies to illustrate how to
communicate with the Coordinator node to obtain the globalshared information.
Furthermore, two optimization communication strategies are proposed to enlarge
the ways of receiving and generating theshared information. In this section, a
complex top-k query example is adopted to illustrate the basic three communi-
cation strategies, Lazy, Eager and Hybrid, and two optimization communication
strategies, Prepositive and Postpositive.

EXAMPLE 2. (Complex Top-k Query) The input dataset is 50 data, from ‘1’ to
‘50’. There are five Mappers and one Reducer. Each Mapper processes 10 data
respectively. Top-5 query returns the 5 biggest data as the final outputs, ‘50’, ‘49’,
‘48’, ‘47’ and ‘46’.

3.1. Lazy Communication Strategy

The principle of Lazy Communication Strategy (LCS) is that the Coordinator
node generates a globalshared informationafter all Mappers complete. It receives
the localshared informationof all Mappers and chooses the most optimal one as
the globalshared information. All the Mappers wait for the globalshared infor-
mationfrom the Coordinator node to filter their intermediate data before writing
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into their local disks and then generate the input of Reducers. The Reducers com-
pute the final results with less input than the Reducers in MapReduce.
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Figure 5: Top-k Query Processing on ComMapReduce with LCS

Figure 5 shows the complex top-k query processing on ComMapReduce with
LCS. Each Mapper processes its own data and generates its localshared informa-
tion (shown asSI in Figure 5 and the following figures and equation), the value
of thekth one of its intermediate data, and then sends it to the Coordinator node.
After the Coordinator node receives all the message packages with localshared
informationof Mappers, ‘37’, ‘16’, ‘19’, ‘39’, ‘25’, it chooses the biggest one,
‘39’, as the globalshared information. The intermediate data smaller than ‘39’
are all filtered. The final input of Reducer is about 48% of the original dataset
without filtering. By obtaining the most optimal one from the localshared in-
formationof all Mappers as the final globalshared information, LCS filters the
intermediate data which are not the final results largely.

3.2. Eager Communication Strategy

The principle of Eager Communication Strategy (ECS) is as follows. After
each Mapper completes, it sends its localshared informationto the Coordinator
node and receives a globalshared informationsimultaneously. If the content of
this globalshared informationis null, the Mapper processes its split normally.
Otherwise, the Mapper prunes its intermediate data with the globalshared infor-
mation. Once receiving a message package containing a localshared information
of another Mapper, the Coordinator node chooses the better one as a new global
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shared informationby comparing with the original one. The Coordinator node
sends the message package containing the new globalshared informationto the
completed Mappers before the intermediate data writing into the local disks. This
course still repeats until all the Mappers on the platform complete.
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Figure 6: Top-k Query Processing on ComMapReduce with ECS

Figure 6 shows the complex top-k query processing on ComMapReduce with
ECS. Six steps are taken to illustrate the implementations of the first and the sec-
ond Mapper. Step 1. After the first Mapper completes, it sends data ‘37’ to the
Coordinator node as itsshared information. Step 2. After receiving ‘37’, the Co-
ordinator node sets ‘37’ as the globalshared informationand sends it to the first
Mapper. Step 3. The final intermediate data of the first Mapper are data ‘49’, ‘48’,
‘44’, ‘40’, ‘37’ after filtering. Step 4. The second Mapper sends its localshared
information‘16’ to the Coordinator node. Step 5. After the Coordinator node re-
ceives ‘16’, it chooses the bigger one ‘37’ as the globalshared information. Step
6. The second Mapper filters its intermediate data with ‘37’. All the intermediate
data of the second Mapper are smaller than ‘37’, so there is no intermediate data
of the second Mapper without showing in Figure 6. This course continues until
the last Mapper completes and then generates the final results.

The Coordinator node can send a message package with the globalshared
informationin time with ECS instead of waiting for all the Mappers completing.
The Mappers can receive a globalshared informationimmediately to filter their
unpromising intermediate data.
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3.3. Hybrid Communication Strategy

In order to both effectively filter the unpromising intermediate data with a bet-
ter globalshared informationand improve the response speed of applications, Hy-
brid Communication Strategy (HCS) is proposed. The main workflow of HCS is
as follows. Suppose that one Mapper completes, it sends its localshared informa-
tion to the Coordinator node at once. However, the Coordinator node waits for a
preassigned a period of time (tw) to receive the other Mappers’ message packages
with shared informationinstead of generating a globalshared informationimme-
diately. After receiving the other completed Mappers’shared information, the
Coordinator node chooses the most optimal one as the globalshared information
according to the application. The Mappers receive the globalshared information
from the Coordinator node to prune their intermediate data. The same course re-
peats until all the Mappers in the system complete. Nevertheless, when the last
Mapper completes, it sends itsshared informationto the Coordinator node and
receives the globalshared informationimmediately.
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Figure 7: Top-k Query Processing on ComMapReduce with HCS

Figure 7 shows the complex top-k query processing on ComMapReduce with
HCS. For simple description, we suppose that there are two completed Mappers
in each preassigned a period of timetw. Six steps are taken to illustrate the im-
plementations of the first and the secondtw. Step 1. The first Mapper generates
‘37’ as its localshared informationand sends it to the Coordinator node. After
receiving ‘37’, the Coordinator node waits for the second Mapper completing in
the first tw and receives its localshared information‘16’ instead of generating
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a globalshared informationin time. Step 2. After receiving ‘37’ and ‘16’, the
Coordinator node chooses the larger one, ‘37’, as the globalshared information
and sends it to the first and the second Mapper. Step 3. The first and the second
Mapper filter their intermediate data by ‘37’. Step 4. In the secondtw, the third
and the fourth Mapper complete and send their localshared information‘19’ and
‘39’ to the Coordinator node. Step 5. After receiving ‘19’ and ‘39’, the Coordi-
nator node compares ‘19’ and ‘39’ to the original one ‘37’ and sets ‘39’ as a new
globalshared information. Step 6. After receiving the globalshared information
‘39’, the third and the fourth Mapper filter their superfluous intermediate data and
then send the rest to the Reducer.

HCS neither waits for the completion of all the Mappers to generate a global
shared informationnor immediately receives a globalshared informationafter
each Mapper completes. It can both effectively filter the unpromising intermediate
data of Mappers and do not need to wait for a long time to generate a better global
shared information.

We can see that identifying a suitabletw is important to improve the perfor-
mance of HCS. In actual big data applications, when processing a part of Mappers,
the Coordinator node may generate the sameshared informationduring the pro-
cessing course. That is to say, the temporary globalshared informationtrends to
the optimal globalshared informationof this application. There is no need to wait
for a tw to send the globalshared information. So, we can choose a smallertw
and then shorten the response time. Conversely, in eachtw, the message packages
with localshared informationchange sharply, that is to say, the temporaryshared
information is not stable. The Coordinator node should wait for a longertw to
receive more localshared informationand generate a more suitable globalshared
information.

twnew =

{
max(T, n

m
× twold) no new SI duringtwold

min( n
m
× twold,m× T ) new SI duringtwold

(1)

Equation 1 illustrates the method of changingtw, whereT means the time of
sending the message package withshared information, tested by the ratio of the
size of the message package and the bandwidth of the network;n andm stand
for the number of Mappers and Reducers on the platform. When there is no new
shared informationduringtwold, we can decreasetw and settwnew to the maximum
of T and n

m
× twold. When there is newshared informationduring twold, we can

increasetw and settwnew to the minimum ofn
m
× twold andm× T . Therefore, we

can identify an optimal period timetw by Equation 1.
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3.4. Optimization Communication Strategy

In practical applications, the number of Mappers is much larger than the num-
ber of the system slots, about hundreds multiples. Even adopting the above com-
munication strategies to filter the unpromising data, there are still numerous un-
promising data that can be filtered ulteriorly. Therefore, we propose two opti-
mization strategies to enhance the performance of ComMapReduce on big data
applications. The two optimization communication strategies are orthometric to
the above communication strategies. Therefore, they can be combined with any
communication strategy above. In addition, the two optimization strategies can be
used together to further improve the performance of ComMapReduce.

3.4.1. Prepositive Optimization Strategy
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Figure 8: Top-k Query Processing on ComMapReduce with PreOS

The principle of Prepositive Optimization Strategy (PreOS) is as follows. Af-
ter a part of Mappers complete, the Coordinator node generates a temporary
globalshared informationby any communication strategy above. The other un-
processed Mappers can retrieve the temporary globalshared informationin their
initial phases from the Coordinator node, and then prune their data by the global
shared information. The data to be sorted by Mappers decreases greatly, so the
sorting time of Mappers also decreases.

Figure 8 shows the complex top-k query processing on ComMapReduce with
PreOS. We take five steps to illustrate the workflow of PreOS. For simple descrip-
tion, from Step 1 to Step 3, the Coordinator node generates a temporary global
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shared information‘37’ with HCS after the first and the second Mapper complete.
Step 4. The other three unprocessed Mappers retrieve ‘37’ from the Coordinator
node in their initial phases and filter their input data that cannot be the final results.
Step 5. The third to the fifth Mappers send their intermediate data to the Reducer
only with PreOS not using any communication strategy above.

In practical applications, when the number of Mappers is much more than the
number of the system slots, the Mappers run in several batches. The unprocessed
batches of Mappers can filter the unnecessary data in time with PreOS. They re-
trieve a temporary globalshared informationfrom the Coordinator node in their
initial phases to enhance the performance of ComMapReduce.

3.4.2. Postpositive Optimization Strategy
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Figure 9: Top-k Query Processing on ComMapReduce with PostOS

When all the Mappers in the system are processed in one batch, Postpositive
Optimization Strategy (PostOS) is proposed to further filter the input data of Re-
ducers. The main idea of PostOS is as follows. After the intermediate data of
Mappers are sent to the Reducers, the Reducers first retrieve a temporary global
shared informationfrom the Coordinator node and filter their input data again. As
the globalshared informationchanges along the running of Mappers, it is nec-
essary to filter the input of Reducers again. Therefore, the Reducers process the
input data after filtering to enhance the performance of ComMapReduce.

Figure 9 shows the complex top-k query processing on ComMapReduce with
PostOS. Only four steps are taken to illustrate the implementation of PostOS sim-
ply. From Step 1 to Step 2, after the first and the second Mapper complete, the Co-
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ordinator node generates a temporary globalshared information‘37’ with HCS.
Step 3. All Mappers send their intermediate data to the Reducer without using any
communication strategy above. Step 4. After receiving the intermediate data of
the Mappers, the Reducer retrieves the temporary globalshared information‘37’
from the Coordinator node and prunes its input data again. The data smaller than
‘37’ are all filtered. Therefore, the input of Reducer decreases significantly again
so as to relieve the workload of Reducer.

4. Typical Applications of ComMapReduce

ComMapReduce can effectively prune the unpromising intermediate data, es-
pecially when the users are interested in a respective small subset from large scale
datasets. ComMapReduce can be used in a wide application fields, such as the ap-
plications of top-k query,k-nearest neighbor search, skyline, top-k skyline, top-k
join, top-k group. The users only need to identify theshared informationof big
data applications to implement the applications with the communication strate-
gies. In this section, we take three big data applications as examples to illustrate
the executions of these applications on ComMapReduce,kNN, skyline and join.

4.1. kNN Query Processing
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Figure 10: Data Space ofkNN Query

kNN query is widely used in the areas of data mining, machine learning, pat-
tern recognition and so on. Based on a specific similarity function, akNN query
returns thek data(k ≥ 1), which are the most similar to the query data according
to the similarity function. ComMapReduce can effectively process big datakNN
query with any communization strategy of ComMapReduce in Section 3. We only
present the processing course ofkNN query by Hybrid Communication Strategy
for convenience in the following example.
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Figure 10 shows the data space of a concentric circles. The radius of each two
adjacent concentric circles is set as unit one. There are twenty data, number from
(1) to (20), and the query point is the center point. The similarity function is the
distance between the query point and the candidate data, easily evaluated by the
number units of the radius interval. For example, the distance between data(3)
and the query point is 3 units. ThekNN query returns the two data nearest to the
query point, data(1) and(2).
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Figure 11:kNN Query Processing on ComMapReduce with HCS

The implementation of the abovekNN query is shown in Figure 11. The
twenty data are divided into four splits and processed by four Mappers. Suppose
there are also two completed Mappers in atw. In the firsttw, the first Mapper
processes data(5), (6), (12), (19), (20) and generates its intermediate data(5),
(6). The first Mapper emits thekth data distance nearest to the query data as its
local shared information, distance units 3, sending to the Coordinator node. The
Coordinator waits for the localshared informationof the second Mapper, distance
units 4, and chooses the optimal one, distance units 3, as the temporary global
shared information. After the first and the second Mapper receive distance units
3, they filter their intermediate data which distance units are smaller than units
3, data(10) and(11). In the secondtw, the Coordinator node receives the local
shared informationof the third and the fourth Mapper, distance units 2 and 3. It
chooses the smaller one, distance 2, to compare with the original globalshared
information, and then generates the new globalshared information, distance units
2. The third and the fourth Mapper filter the unpromising data(13). In Reduce
phase, the Reducer generates the final results of thiskNN query.
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4.2. Skyline Query Processing
Skyline query has gained considerable attention from database and informa-

tion retrieval research communities. A skyline query returns a set of data that
cannot be dominated by any other data in the given dataset. The dominance rela-
tionship is a search criterion. One data dominates another one means that it is not
worse in all search criterions and is better in at least one criterion. For example, a
classical skyline query is to help the travelers find the hotels both near to the beach
and with cheap price. ComMapReduce can also process the skyline query with
large scale datasets, whatever adopting any communication strategy in Section 3.
We use the following simple example to illustrate the implementation of skyline
query on ComMapReduce with Hybrid Communication Strategy.
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Figure 12: Data Space of Skyline Query

Figure 12 shows the data space of a skyline query in two-dimensional space
with twenty data points. The solid data points, (1,7), (3,3), (5,1), are the final
results of this skyline query. After each Mapper completes, it chooses the skyline
point with the optimal filtering ability as its localshared informationsending to
the Coordinator node. The filtering ability of a skyline point can be determined by
any skyline algorithm. In this example and our experiments in Section 5, we adopt
the Sliding Window Skyline Monitoring Algorithm (SWSMA) [17] to evaluate the
filtering ability of the skyline points.

Figure 13 shows the the implementation of the skyline query above with HCS
on ComMapReduce. The twenty data points are divided into four splits and pro-
cessed by four Mappers. We still suppose there are two completed Mappers in one
tw. In the firsttw, when the first Mapper completes, it chooses the data point (3,5)
with the optimal filtering ability according to the algorithm SWSMA, and sends it
to the Coordinator node as its localshared information. After the second Mapper
completes, it sends its localshared information, data point (6,8), to the Coordina-
tor node. The Coordinator node chooses the data point (3,5) as the globalshared
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informationand sends it to the completed Mappers in the firsttw. After that, the
intermediate data of the second Mapper are all filtered. The same course is applied
to the secondtw. The Coordinator node receives the localshared informationof
the third and the forth Mapper, data points (5,5) and (3,3), and chooses (3,3) as the
globalshared informationafter comparing with data point (3,5). The intermediate
data of the third Mapper are all filtered. After that, the Reducer generates the final
results of this skyline query.
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Figure 13: Skyline Query Processing on ComMapReduce with HCS

4.3. Join Query Processing
In recent years, based on the observations from the main Web 2.0 companies,

like Yahoo!, Google and Facebook, log processing emerges as an important appli-
cation of data analysis done by MapReduce. MapReduce can be used to compare
statistics information and analyze business insights from the results of log pro-
cessing. The log information is collected and stored in files. That is to say, join
processing among the log files is essential for many data analysis and is also a
research hotspot of MapReduce. There are several research achievements on the
join query applications by MapReduce [8, 9, 10, 11, 18, 19, 20].

After analyzing the implementations of join queries on MapReduce, we can
see that there are numerous intermediate data to be transferred and copied in the
shuffle phase. They lead to the overhead of the network bandwidth and disk ac-
cess. So the shuffle phase occupies most time of join queries. Simultaneously, in
big data join applications, the final results are always much smaller than the orig-
inal join files. Especially, when processing multi-table join, there maybe no final
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results by the reason of the uneven distribution of the join attributes. Therefore,
if the needed join attributes can be obtained ahead of time, the unpromising inter-
mediate data can be filtered, decreasing the cost of network transmission and disk
access. ComMapReduce is an improvement of MapReduce with lightweight com-
munication mechanisms. When processing join query of log files, ComMapRe-
duce can store theshared informationin the message package to filter the un-
promising data. Therefore, ComMapReduce can process join query effectively.
In the following, we only take equi-join between two tables as a simple example
to illustrate that our ComMapReduce framework can process join query.

ID C1

n1 tA

n2 tB

n1 tC

n1 tD

n2 tE

n2 tF

(a) R1

ID C2

n1 ta

n2 tb

n3 tc

n4 td

n5 te

n6 tf

(b) R2

Figure 14: Two Join Tables

Two join tables are shown in Figure 14 with the join attribute‘ID’ . In Map
phase, to identify the original table, each Mapper adds atag to make sure the
source table of one<key,value> pair, wheretag 1 presents the data from ta-
ble R1 and tag 2 presents the data from tableR2. Therefore, the intermediate
data of Mappers are extracted as<key,value> pairs in this way. For example,
< n1, 1, tA > means this<key,value> pair is from tableR1. An example of equi-
join between two join tables on ComMapReduce is shown in Figure 15 by HCS
of ComMapReduce. In Map phase, after processing tableR1, the Map task queue
stops, and all the Mappers that process tableR1 send their localshared informa-
tion (join attribute‘ID’ ) to the Coordinator node. After that, the Coordinator node
merges the localshared informationand gains the globalshared information, ta-
ble T (n1, n2), and sends it to the other Mappers. The Coordinator node restarts
the Map task queue and begins to process tableR2. The intermediate data not
having those attributes(n1, n2) can be filtered because those data cannot be the
final results, avoiding the following processing of these intermediate data. After
filtering, the cost of network and disk access can be decreased and the latency
time of join query can also be shortened. One Reducer generates the final results
of this equi-join between the two tables.
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Figure 15: Join Processing of ComMapReduce

In ComMapReduce, we choose Bloom Filter [21] to store theshared informa-
tion. We modify the Map task queue to make the tables scanned in a defined order.
We adoptjoin ratio, similar to thejoin cardinality, to determine which file should
be scanned first. Thejoin ratio equals the ratio of the number of attributes and
the size of the table. The table with the smallerjoin ratio should be scanned first,
because itsshared informationis fewer and has more optimal filtering ability. For
example, tableR1 contains 2‘ID’ attributes,n1, n2, and 6 data records, so itsjoin
ratio is 2

6
. TableR2 contains 6‘ID’ attributes and 6 data records, so itsjoin ratio is

6
6
. Therefore, we scan tableR1 first. When processing big data join applications,

thejoin ratio is statistical, such as setting counter during the course of data storing
to computejoin ratio or through sampling to evaluate it. If thejoin ratios of the
two tables are the same, we scan the smaller size table first.

5. Experiments

In this section, four types of applications are taken as examples to evaluate
the performance of our ComMapReduce framework. Two communication strate-
gies of ComMapReduce, ECS, HCS and two optimization strategies, PreOS and
PostOS, are taken to compare with MapReduce (MR).

We do not evaluate LCS based on the following observations. First, all the
completed Mappers must wait for the message package with the optimal global
shared informationuntil writing their intermediate data into their disks. That
means the first completed Mappers must wait for a long time to generate its out-
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puts. Second, in actual applications, the running Mappers cannot complete as they
have not received the message package with the globalshared informationwhile
the non-running Mappers cannot run as there is not enough slots for the Mappers.
Therefore, LCS is not widely used in actual applications and there is no need to
evaluate this communication strategy.

5.1. Experimental Setup

We set up a cluster of 9 commodity PCs in a high speed Gigabit network,
with one PC as the Master node and the Coordinator node, the others as the Slave
nodes. Each PC has an Intel Quad Core 2.66GHZ CPU, 4GB memory and CentOS
Linux 5.6. We use Hadoop 0.20.2 and compile the source codes under JDK 1.6.
Two main experimental benchmarks are the running time of query processing
and the number of Reducer input records. One data record contains 10B. We
compare ECS, HCS and PreOS to MapReduce processing top-k andkNN query.
We compare ECS, HCS and PostOS to MapReduce processing skyline query. We
use HCS to process the equi-join of two tables and compare with MapReduce. The
experimental parameters of top-k, kNN, skyline and join query are as follows:

• The top-k query is evaluated in uniform distribution andzipf distribution.
The default size of dataset is 10G, ranging from 2G to 10G. The default
number ofk value of top-k query is 1000.

• The kNN query is evaluated in uniform distribution and clustered distri-
bution. The default size of dataset is 10G, ranging from 2G to 10G. The
default number ofk value ofkNN query is 1000 and the default number of
data dimensions ofkNN query is 4.

• The skyline query is evaluated in independent distribution and anti-correlated
distribution. The default size of dataset is 1G, ranging from 0.2G to 0.4G.
The default number of data dimensions of skyline query is 4.

• The join query is evaluated in uniform distribution andzipf distribution.
The default size of each table is 2G, ranging from 2G to 20G. The default
attribute distribution proportion is 5%, with a range of 1%, 5%, 10%, 65%,
75%.

5.2. Experiments of Top-k Query

Figure 16 shows the performance of changing data size of top-k query. The
number of Reducer input records of our three strategies are much smaller than
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MapReduce. This phenomenon illustrates that ComMapReduce can effectively
filter the unpromising data with high performance of processing top-k query. The
similar changing trend of two distributions illustrates that different data distri-
butions have no influence on ComMapReduce framework. That shows that our
ComMapReduce has the same scalability as the original MapReduce. The run-
ning time of PreOS, HCS and ECS are shorter than MapReduce. One reason is
that the experimental environment is a high speed Gigabit network and the trans-
mitting time itself is very short. Another reason is that our ComMapReduce can
prune numerous superfluous data and save the running time. Inzipf distribution,
the data are skewed to the query results. It illustrates that it can quickly reach
the optimal globalshared informationin Map phase. So, in Reduce phase, our
three efficient communication strategies only have 1000 records for its effective
filtering ability without obviously showing in Figure 16(d).

Figure 17 illustrates the performance of changingk of top-k query. PreOS,
HCS and ECS are better than MapReduce both in uniform distribution andzipf
distribution. The similar changing trend of different data distributions also shows
the high scalability of ComMapReduce. As thek of top-k query increases, the
number of final results also increases, so the number of Reducer input records
increases certainly. In Figure 17(a) and Figure 17(b), the unprocessed Mappers
can retrieve a temporary globalshared informationto filter their unpromising data
in the initial phase by PreOS, so its running time is shorter than the others.

Figure 18 shows the performance of changing the cluster size to evaluate top-
k query. As the number of Slave nodes increases, the running time decreases for
enlarging the parallelism of the system. The similar changing trend of different
data distributions illustrates that ComMapReduce can reach the same scalability
of MapReduce. In addition, the running time and the number of Reducer input
records of ComMapReduce are both better than MapReduce.

Table 1: Changingtw of HCS

tw (s) 1 2 5 10

HCS (s) 126.4 110.8 152.7 200.3

Table 1 shows the performance of changingtw of HCS processing top-k query.
When setting largertw, the unnecessary waiting time of theshared information
adds running time. When setting smallertw, there maybe so much time wasting
in sending and receiving theshare information. So, a suitabletw is important to
the executions of big data applications.
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5.3. Experiments ofkNN Query

Figure 19 shows the performance of changing data size ofkNN query. As the
data size increases, the running time and the number of Reducer input records
both increase sharply. The number of Reducer input records of ComMapRe-
duce is extremely fewer than MapReduce showing the efficient filtering ability of
ComMapReduce, about14%of the number of Reducer input records of MapRe-
duce. PreOS is better than HCS and ECS by obtaining a globalshared information
in the initial phases of Mappers and filtering numerous unpromising data.

Figure 20 illustrates the performance of changing the dimensions ofkNN
query. As the dimensions ofkNN query increases, the running time and the num-
ber of Reducer input records increase accordingly as both the computation and
transmission cost all increase. The number of Reducer input records is much
fewer than MapReduce showing the efficient filtering ability of ComMapReduce.

Figure 21 shows the performance of changingk of kNN query. With increasing
k, the final results increase, so the running time and the number of Reducer input
records also increase. The running time of ComMapReduce and the number of
Reducer input records of ComMapReduce are much superior to MapReduce.

5.4. Experiments of Skyline Query

When we deal with the skyline query in parallel, the time latency of query
can get the lowest bound with the number of Mappers changing from 3 to 6. The
number cannot reach the maximum Mappers parallel running on the cluster, so
the Map tasks can finish in a batch and there is no effect using PreOS to evaluate
the performance of skyline query. Therefore, we choose PostOS to compare with
the other strategies.

Figure 22 shows the performance of changing data size of skyline query. As
the data size increases, the running time and the number of Reducer input records
increase accordingly. ComMapReduce is more optimal to MapReduce under dif-
ferent data distributions. Inanti-correlateddistribution, although the data are
skewed to the final results and the computation cost increases accordingly, the
performance of ComMapReduce is still better than MapReduce.

Figure 23 illustrates the performance of changing the dimensionality of sky-
line query. The running time and the number of Reducer input records all in-
crease by increasing the dimensionality of skyline query. The cost of calculation
increases with increasing dimensionality. In Figure 23(b) and Figure 23(d), the
data are skewed to the final results, so the number of unpromising data is small,
but our ComMapReduce is better than MapReduce.
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Figure 24 shows the performance of changing the cluster size of skyline query.
The running time decreases as the number of nodes increases for enhancing the
parallelism of the system. The same changing trend of different distributions
shows that ComMapReduce has high scalability. ComMapReduce filters the un-
promising data with efficient communication mechanisms, so the number of Re-
ducer input records of ComMapReduce is fewer than MapReduce. Without using
efficient filtering strategies, the number of Reducer input records of MapReduce
keeps a constant.

5.5. Experiments of Join Query

Figure 25 shows the performance of changing the size of each join table in
two distributions with the same attribute percentage 1%. With the increasing
of table size, the size of homologousshared informationalso increases, so the
running time of join query also becomes longer. Our ComMapReduce can filter
the unpromising attributes data, so the performance of ComMapReduce is better
than MapReduce in Figure 25(a) and 25(b). The Filter Percentage means the fil-
ter percentage of ComMapReduce contrary to MapReduce. Although the size of
join table increases, our ComMapReduce still reach the similar filter percentage.
Therefore, we can see that ComMapReduce has nice scalability.

Figure 26 illustrates the performance of changing the attribute percentage of
the join table with the size of 2G. In Figure 26(a) and 26(b), MapReduce cannot
filter the unpromising intermediate data and process the same data volume in ev-
ery evaluation, so it keeps a stable performance. When the attribute percentage
is 1%, 5%, 10%, our ComMapReduce has better performance than MapReduce.
The reason is that small join attribute percentage and smaller size ofshared infor-
mationmean that ComMapReduce can filter more unpromising data. However,
with the increasing number of attribute percentage, theshared informationalso in-
creases, so the performance of ComMapReduce decreases. In actual experiments,
when the attribute percentage reaches to 65%, the performance of ComMapRe-
duce is similar to MapReduce and is lower than MapReduce with 75%. This
further demonstrates that our ComMapReduce is better suitable for the situation
that the final results is much smaller than the original data.

Figure 27 shows the performance of changing theorder of the two tables.
MapReduce keeps the same performance under differentorder. We can see that
theorder Acan filter more intermediate data contrary to theorder B in two dis-
tributions. Therefore, theorder of the two tables is important to enhance the
performance of ComMapReduce framework.
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Figure 22: Changing Data
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6. Related Work

Google’s MapReduce [3] was first proposed in 2004 for parallel big data anal-
ysis in shared-nothing clusters. Hadoop is a famous open source implementation
of MapReduce, where HDFS, Hadoop MapReduce, HBase [7] and Zookeeper3

are respectively the implementations of Google’s GFS [16], MapReduce [3], Big
Table [22] and Chubby [23].

Based on Hadoop, there has been followed by a series of related systems,
including Dryad [24], Hive [5], Pig [4] and HadoopDB [6]. Pig [4] is a data flow
language and execution environment for exploring very large datasets, helping
the users specifying more complex queries in an easier way. HadoopDB [6] is a
hybrid architecture of MapReduce and relational database, which tries to combine
the advantages of both. Hive [5] manages data stored in HDFS and provides a
query language based on SQL. These systems mainly focus on query language and
programming interfaces. ComMapReduce enhances the efficiency of MapReduce
with lightweight communication mechanisms to obtain theshared information.

The research of query processing has become a focus of cloud computing and
distributed environments [25, 26, 27, 12, 28, 29, 30, 31, 20, 32, 33]. MRShare [25]
proposes a sharing framework tailored to MapReduce, which transforms a batch
of queries into a new batch by merging jobs into groups and evaluating each group
as a single query. Jun Li et. al. [26] propose a new framework to handle continu-
ous data stream queries using the MapReduce in the Cloud. Paper [27] describes a
modified MapReduce architecture that allows data to be pipelined between opera-
tors and supports online aggregation and continuous queries. Foto N. Afrati et. al.
[12] propose several algorithms for efficient recursions in the MapReduce and dis-
cuss several alternatives for supporting recovery from failures without restarting
the entire job. HaLoop [28] is an improvement of MapReduce supporting itera-
tive applications, which improves their efficiency by making the task scheduler
loop-aware and by adding various caching mechanisms. Paper [29] proposes two
novel algorithms in MapReduce to perform efficient parallelkNN joins on large
scale datasets.kNN queries have also been studies in various other contexts in re-
cent years such as moving objects [34] and privacy preservation [35]. The above
research achievements mainly process multiple queries, recursive queries or data
stream queries and so on. ComMapReduce is a modified MapReduce framework
with shared informationand can process many big data applications effectively,
not one special query.

3http://zookeeper.apache.org/
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There is a rich research of join algorithms of MapReduce framework. Map-
Reduce-Merge [8] adds a merge function to support the join algorithms and dif-
ferent implementations, extending MapReduce framework. Map-Join-Reduce [9]
extends and improves MapReduce framework to process multi-way join in system
level. Paper [10] studies the crucial implementation details of a number of remark-
able join algorithms in MapReduce, such as repartition join, broadcast join, semi-
join and per-split semi-join. Paper [11] describes an in-depth research of a spe-
cial type of similarity join algorithm in MapReduce and proposes some efficient
techniques for dealing with memory limitations. Paper [18] proposes efficient al-
gorithms which can efficiently process parallel execution of arbitrary theta-joins
in MapReduce. We only want to illustrate that ComMapReduce can process join
query not to analyze all the join algorithms in detail.

7. Conclusions

MapReduce is a parallel programming framework processing the large scale
datasets on clusters with numerous commodity machines. In order to enhance
the performance of MapReduce, in this paper, we propose the design and eval-
uation of ComMapReduce. ComMapReduce is an improved version of MapRe-
duce framework with lightweight communication mechanisms, supporting appli-
cations for large scale datasets. ComMapReduce maintains the main great features
of MapReduce, availability and scalability, while filtering the unpromising data
by communicating with the Coordinator node. Three communication strategies,
Lazy, Eager and Hybrid, are presented to effectively implement the applications
of big data on ComMapReduce framework. We also propose two optimizations,
named PreOS and PostOS to enhance the performance of ComMapReduce. In ad-
dition, we give the processing courses of three applications on ComMapReducde,
kNN, skyline and join, to illustrate the wide application fields of ComMapReduce.
In the experiments, we take four query processing applications, top-k, kNN, sky-
line and join, as examples to evaluate the performance of ComMapReduce. The
experimental results demonstrate that the performance of ComMapReduce is su-
perior to MapReduce in all metrics. In the future, first, we intend to implement
other applications on ComMapReduce framework. Second, we want to identify
more optimized mechanisms of choosing theshared informationaccording to dif-
ferent applications.
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